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EXTREMAL BETTI NUMBERS OF EDGE IDEALS
TAKAYUKI HIBI, KYOUKO KIMURA AND KAZUNORI MATSUDA
ABSTRACT. Given integers r and b with 1≤ b≤ r, a finite simple connected graphG for
which reg(S/I(G)) = r and the number of extremal Betti numbers of S/I(G) is equal to
b will be constructed.
Let S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] denote the polynomial ring in n variables over a field K with each
degxi = 1 and I ⊂ S a homogeneous ideal. Let
FS/I : 0→
⊕
j≥1
S (−(p+ j))βp,p+ j(S/I) → ·· · →
⊕
j≥1
S (−(1+ j))β1,1+ j(S/I) → S→ S/I→ 0
be the minimal graded free resolution of S/I over S, where p = projdim(S/I) is the pro-
jective dimension of S/I and βi,i+ j(S/I) is the (i, i+ j)-th graded Betti number of S/I.
The (Castelnuovo–Mumford ) regularity of S/I is
reg(S/I) =max{ j : βi,i+ j(S/I) 6= 0}.
A graded Betti number βi,i+ j(S/I) 6= 0 is said to be extremal ([4, Definition 4.3.13]) if
βk,k+ℓ(S/I) = 0 for all pairs (k, ℓ) 6= (i, j) with k ≥ i and ℓ ≥ j. Extremal Betti num-
bers of graded algebras have been studied, for example, in [1, 6]. In general, S/I has
the unique extremal Betti number if and only if βp,p+r(S/I) 6= 0, where r = reg(S/I).
This equivalent properties are hold if S/I is Cohen-Macaulay ([2, Lemma 3]). More-
over a Cohen-Macaulay graded algebra S/I is Gorenstein if and only if ∑ j βp,p+ j(S/I) =
βp,p+r(S/I) = 1.
Let G be a finite simple graph (i.e. a graph with no loop and no multiple edge) on the
vertex set V (G) = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} with E(G) its edge set. The edge ideal of G is
I(G) =
(
xix j : {xi,x j} ∈ E(G)
)
⊂ S= K[V (G)] = K[x1,x2, . . . ,xn].
In the present paper, given integers r and b with 1 ≤ b ≤ r, the existence of a finite
simple connected graph G for which reg(S/I(G)) = r and the number of extremal Betti
numbers of S/I(G) is equal to b will be shown.
Theorem 1. Let r,b be integers with 1≤ b≤ r. Then there exists a finite simple connected
graph Gr,b with regK[V (Gr,b)]/I(Gr,b) = r such that the number of extremal Betti numbers
of K[V (Gr,b)]/I(Gr,b) is equal to b.
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In order to prove Theorem 1, we use the non-vanishing theorem for Betti numbers
[5, Theorem 4.1]. As before, we recall fundamental materials on graph theory which is
needed to understand the theorem.
Let G be a finite simple graph on the vertex set V andW a subset of V . The induced
subgraph of G onW is the subgraph GW of G with the vertex set V (GW ) =W and with
the edge set E(GW ) =
{
{xi,x j} ∈ E(G) : xi,x j ∈W
}
. A finite simple graph G is chordal
if every cycle in G of length > 3 has a chord. A subset M of E(G) is a matching of G
if, for any e,e′ ∈M with e 6= e′, one has e∩ e′ = /0. A matching M is called an induced
matching of G if, for any e,e′ ∈ M with e 6= e′, there is no e′′ ∈ E(G) satisfying both
of e∩ e′′ 6= /0 and e′ ∩ e′′ 6= /0. The induced matching number ind-match(G) of G is the
maximum size of induced matching of G. A complete bipartite graph of type (1,d) is
called a bouquet. Let B = {B1, . . . ,Bs} be a set of bouquets, where Bi is a subgraph of G,
and set V (B) =V (B1)∪· · ·∪V (Bs). We say that B is a strongly disjoint set of bouquets
of G if V (Bk)∩V (Bℓ) = /0 for all k 6= ℓ and if, for each 1≤ k ≤ s, there exists ek ∈ E(Bk)
such that {e1, . . . ,es} forms an induced matching of G. When B is a strongly disjoint set
of bouquets, we define the type of B as (|V (B)|− s,s). Finally, we say that G contains
a strongly disjoint set of bouquets of type (i, j) if there exists a strongly disjoint set of
bouquets B of G whose type is (i, j) and which satisfies V (B) =V (G).
Proposition 2 ([5, Theorem 4.1]). Let G be a finite simple graph on V and S = K[V ].
Suppose that G is chordal. Then βi,i+ j(S/I(G)) 6= 0 if and only if there exists a subset W
of V such that the induced subgraph GW contains a strongly disjoint set of bouquets of
type (i, j).
We now turn to a proof of Theorem 1.
(First Step) Let 1 = b ≤ r and Gr,1 the graph consisting of r paths P3 with the common
vertex z, that is,
V (Gr,1) := {x1, . . . ,xr}∪{y1, . . . ,yr}∪{z},
E(Gr,1) :=
{
{z,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
∪
{
{xi,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
.
Note that the graph Gr,1 is a tree, in particular a chordal graph. Hence we can apply
Proposition 2.
For each i = 1, . . . ,r− 1, let Bi be the induced subgraph of Gr,1 on {xi,yi}. Also let
Br be the induced subgraph of Gr,1 on {xr,yr,z}. Then B = {B1, . . . ,Br} is a strongly
disjoint set of bouquets of Gr,1 of type (r+1,r) (notice that {xi,yi} ∈ E(Bi) (i= 1, . . . ,r)
form an induced matching of Gr,1). Therefore, by virtue of Proposition 2, one has
βr+1,(r+1)+r(K[V (Gr,1)]/I(Gr,1)) 6= 0
and this is the only extremal Betti number of K[V (Gr,1)]/I(Gr,1). It then also follows that
reg(K[V (Gr,1)]/I(Gr,1)) = r.
(Second Step) Let r and b be integers with 2 ≤ b ≤ r. We then introduce the finite
simple connected graphs Gr, j for j = 2, . . . ,b constructed as follows. Starting with the
2
star triangle consisting of r triangles with the common vertex z, we define Gr,2 by adding
a new vertex w1 joining with all vertices of a triangle, say, z,x1,y1, to it. Thus
V (Gr,2) := {x1, . . . ,xr}∪{y1, . . . ,yr}∪{z}∪{w1},
E(Gr,2) :=
{
{z,xi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
∪
{
{z,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
∪
{
{xi,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
∪
{
{w1,x1}, {w1,y1}, {w1,z}
}
.
Inductively, we define the finite simple connected graph Gr, j+1 for each j = 2, . . . ,b−1
by adding a new vertex w j joining with vertices
z, x1, . . . ,x j, y1, . . . ,y j, w1, . . . ,w j−1
to Gr, j. In other words,
V (Gr, j+1) := {x1, . . . ,xr}∪{y1, . . . ,yr}∪{z}∪{w1, . . . ,w j},
E(Gr, j+1) := E(Gr, j)∪
{
{w j,z}
}
∪
{
{w j,wi} : i= 1, . . . , j−1
}
∪
{
{w j,xi} : i= 1, . . . , j
}
∪
{
{w j,yi} : i= 1, . . . , j
}
.
Then Gr,b (2≤ b≤ r) has the following properties.
Lemma 3. Let 2≤ b≤ r and S= K[V (Gr,b)]. Then
(1) the graph Gr,b is chordal ;
(2) reg(S/I(Gr,b)) = r ;
(3) projdim(S/I(Gr,b)) = 2r+b−1 ;
Proof. (1) Let j be an integer with 1 ≤ j ≤ b− 1. We prove that Gr, j+1 is chordal
under the hypothesis that Gr, j is chordal. Here, for abuse notation, we use Gr,1 to
denote the star triangle consisting of r triangles, obviously it is a chordal graph.
Suppose that there exists a cycle C of Gr, j+1 of length > 3 with no chord. Since
Gr, j is chordal, it follows thatCmust containw j. IfC contains a vertex which does
not belong to NGr, j+1[w j], where NGr, j+1 [w j] = NGr, j+1(w j)∪{w j} and NGr, j+1(w j)
is the neighbourhood of w j in Gr, j+1, then C must be a triangle zxkyk for some
k≥ j+1. This is a contradiction. Thus all vertices ofCmust belong to NGr, j+1[w j].
SinceC contains w j, this contradicts the hypothesis that C does not have a chord.
(2) Since Gr,b is chordal, the regularity of S/I(Gr,b) is equal to the induced matching
number ind-match(Gr,b) of Gr,b ([3, Corollary 6.9]). Since {x1,y1}, . . . ,{xr,yr}
form an induced matching, one has ind-match(Gr,b)≥ r. Conversely, let M be an
induced matching of Gr,b which is different from the above one. If one of edges in
M contains z, then |M |= 1 because NGr,b[z] =V (Gr,b). Otherwise, one of edges
inM contains w j for some j. Then the number of edges ofM contained inGN[w j]
is 1. The other edges of M must be contained in {{x j+1,y j+1}, . . . ,{xr,yr}}. It
then follows that |M | ≤ r− j+1≤ r. Hence ind-match(Gr,b) = r, as required.
(3) Since Gr,b is chordal, we can apply Proposition 2. One has |V (Gr,b)| = 2r+ b
and the bipartition {z}⊔ (V (Gr,b)\{z}) of the vertex set defines a bouquet of type
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(2r+b−1,1). Hence β2r+b−1,(2r+b−1)+1(S/I(Gr,b)) 6= 0 and projdim(S/I(Gr,b))=
2r+b−1, as desired. 
Finally we investigate the extremal Betti numbers ofK[V (Gb,r)]/I(Gr,b). The following
lemma completes (Second Step) of our proof.
Lemma 4. Let 2 ≤ b ≤ r and S = K[V (Gr,b)]. Then the extremal Betti numbers of
S/I(Gr,b) are
βr+b+i−1,(r+b+i−1)+(r−i+1)(S/I(Gr,b)), i= 1,2, . . . ,b−1,
and
β2r+b−1,(2r+b−1)+1(S/I(Gr,b)).
Proof. We first note that, in general, βk,k+ℓ(S/I(G)) = 0 when k+ ℓ > |V (G)|. In our
case, since |V (Gr,b)|= 2r+b= (r+b+ i−1)+(r− i+1), if
βr+b+i−1,(r+b+i−1)+(r−i+1)(S/I(Gr,b)) 6= 0,
then it follows that this Betti number is extremal. We have already proven that
β2r+b−1,(2r+b−1)+1(S/I(Gr,b)) 6= 0
in the proof of Lemma 3 (3). We prove
βr+b+i−1,2r+b(S/I(Gr,b)) = βr+b+i−1,(r+b+i−1)+(r−i+1)(S/I(Gr,b)) 6= 0
for i= 1,2, . . . ,b−1.
For i = 1,2, . . . ,b− 1, consider the following set Bi = {B
(i)
1 , . . . ,B
(i)
r−i+1} of bouquets
(we describe a bouquet by its vertex bipartition):
B
(i)
1 : {wi}⊔NGr,b(wi)
= {wi}⊔ ({z, x1, . . . ,xi, y1, . . . ,yi, w1, . . . ,wb−1}\{wi}),
B
(i)
k+1 : {xi+k}⊔{yi+k}, k = 1,2, . . . ,r− i.
Since
{wi,xi} ∈ E(B
(i)
1 ), {xi+1,yi+1} ∈ E(B
(i)
2 ), . . . ,{xr,yr} ∈ E(B
(i)
r−i+1)
form an induced matching of Gr,b, it follows that Bi is a strongly disjoint set of bouquets
contained inGr,b of type (r+b+i−1,r−i+1). Proposition 2 says βr+b+i−1,2r+b(S/I(Gr,b)) 6=
0.
To complete the proof, our work is to show that
βr+2b−2+i,(r+2b−2+i)+ j(S/I(Gr,b)) = 0
for i= 1,2, . . . ,r−b and j= 2,3, . . . ,r−b−i+2, since we know βr+2b−2+i,(r+2b−2+i)+ j(S/I(Gr,b))=
0 when (r+2b−2+ i)+ j > 2r+b, i.e., i+ j > r−b+2.
We proceed the proof by induction on r−b (≥ 0). When r−b= 0, there is nothing to
prove.
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Assume r−b> 0. We show that there is no set of bouquets which guarantees the non-
vanishing of these Betti numbers in meaning of Proposition 2. On the contrary, suppose
that there exists a strongly disjoint set of bouquets B of Gr,b contained in (Gr,b)V (B) of
type (r+2b−2+ i, j), where 1≤ i≤ r−b and 2≤ j≤ r−b− i+2. LetB = {B1, . . . ,B j}
and assume that e1, . . . ,e j form an induced matching of Gr,b with each eℓ ∈ E(Bℓ).
(Step 1) Assume that {xk,yk} /∈ {e1, . . . ,e j} for some k with b ≤ k ≤ r. In this case,
xk,yk /∈ V (B) because j ≥ 2. Then B can be regarded as a strongly disjoint set of bou-
quets of Gr−1,b of
type(r+2b−2+ i, j) = type((r−1)+2b−2+(i+1), j).
Since
βr−1+2b−2+α,(r−1+2b−2+α)+β (K[V (Gr−1,b)]/I(Gr−1,b)) = 0,
α = 1,2, . . . ,r−1−b; β = 2,3, . . . ,(r−1)−b−α +2
by inductive hypothesis, the possible pairs (i, j) can be
• (i,r−b− i+2), (i,r−b− i+1) for 1≤ i≤ r−b−2;
• i= r−b−1, then j = 2,3;
• i= r−b, then j = 2.
In each of the three cases, i+ j is equal to either r−b+1 or r−b+2. Hence |V (B)|=
(r+2b−2+ i)+ j is equal to either 2r+b−1 or 2r+b, which contradicts xk,yk /∈V (B).
(Step 2) Assume that {xk,yk} ∈ {e1, . . . ,e j} for all k = b, . . . ,r. Then j ≥ r− b+ 1.
Since j ≤ r−b− i+2 and i≥ 1, it follows that j = r−b+1 and i= 1. Hence
V (B)⊂ {z}∪{xb, . . . ,xr}∪{yb . . . ,yr}.
This contradicts the fact that the type of B is (r+2b−2+1,r−b+1). 
Example 5. Let b= 3 and r = 5. The graph G5,3 is the following :
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The Betti table of K[V (G5,3)]/I(G5,3) is
5
1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 24 94 248 512 798 925 792 495 220 66 12 1
. . 33 86 91 53 18 3 . . . . .
. . . 37 100 105 57 18 3 . . . .
. . . . 18 49 49 23 6 1 . . .
. . . . . 3 8 7 2 . . . .
Question 6. It is natural to ask if, given integers 1≤ b≤ r and b≤ p, there exists a finite
simple connected graph Gp,r,b for which
• reg(K[V (Gp,r,b)]/I(Gp,r,b)) = r ;
• projdim(K[V (Gp,r,b)]/I(Gp,r,b)) = p ;
• the number of extremal Betti numbers of K[V (Gp,r,b)]/I(Gp,r,b) is equal to b.
Example 7. Let 1= b≤ r < p and Gp,r,1 be the connected graph for which
V (Gp,r,1) = {x1, . . . ,xp−1}∪{y1, . . . ,yr}∪{z},
E(Gp,r,1) =
{
{z,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r
}
∪
{
{xi,yi} : i= 1, . . . ,r−1
}
∪
{
{x j,yr} : j = r, . . . , p−1
}
.
Note that Gr+1,r,1 = Gr,1, appears in First Step of the proof of Theorem 1. Then Propo-
sition 2 says that βp,p+r(K[V (Gp,r,1)]/I(Gp,r,1)) is the only extremal Betti number of
K[V (Gp,r,1)]/I(Gp,r,1). In particular,
• reg(K[V (Gp,r,1)]/I(Gr+1,r,1)) = r ;
• projdim(K[V (Gp,r,1)]/I(Gr+1,r,1)) = p ;
• the number of extremal Betti numbers of K[V (Gp,r,1)]/I(Gp,r,1) is equal to 1= b.
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